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What inspired your interest in plant science?

I have always been drawn to plants. As a seven-year-old I would
barter my drawings for flowers from neighbours’ yards, to my
mother’s embarrassment. When my parents gave me a toy
microscope at the age of 11 they were hoping to ignite a life-long
love affair with medicine but I started cutting up plants instead,
marvelling at onion skin cells, then garlic, slowly working through
the refrigerator contents. At university, my friends were vying for
spots in medical and dental schools: I did not like the competition
and so I easily convincedmyself that working with plants, the silent
entities that nourish us with oxygen and food, was a noble
endeavour worthy of life-long pursuit or at least a graduate degree.
This belief sustained me through years of hard work but now my
reward is a much better microscope to peer through.

Why did you decide to pursue a career in research?

As much as I wanted to succeed, I did not think that I could stay in
plant science. I amnot a natural talent. But as a youngwoman I very
much liked the lab atmosphere. I felt a sense of pride in knowing
how to operate a transmission electron microscope, how to work
with radioactive isotopes and how to run a gas-exchange system.
There was an importance to what I was doing and my idealism
about plant science blended well with the practicalities of lab work.
It took years, however, to trust myself. Indeed, some of the most
appealing elements of research – the creativity, independence,
collaboration, lab work, discovery and communication – continue
to dog me because I want to get it right. But I find such joy in it,
research suits my nature, and I am grateful for the opportunity to
contribute and to keep learning.

What motivates you on a day-to-day basis?

On a day-to-day basis I am motivated by the need to finish what I
start, and by that Imeanwriting papers. All of the hard workmeans
nothing if it is not shared in print, and given my embarrassing
backlog of unpublished data, I face moments of existential crises
almost daily. Thankfully I have great colleagues, as well as
productive, grounded students in my lab that do not seem to have
these problems! I get a kick from their data, their microscopy
images and the good vibes in the lab. I also remindmyself of the big
picture, which is that all facets of what I do have meaning: I learn
about the natural world, convey the story and hopefully inspire my
students to appreciate plants for all they do for us.
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Is there anyone that you consider to be a role model?

My four academic advisors cross my mind almost daily: John Lott
(deceased), Rowan Sage, John Sperry and Todd Dawson. Enor-
mously bright, imaginative, extraordinarily accomplished, good
natured and fearless, they bring their best selves to their work. They
did somuch forme,more than I deserved. Each of them is uniquely
and remarkably talented, and as junior faculty I tried hard to
emulate them.Thatwas not a successful experiment. I learned that I
can only be myself and contribute in my own idiomatic way.

It is easy to lose oneself in research and academics. Many years
ago, my family and I were political refugees, leaving everything
behind to flee oppression and start anew in theWest. Somyparents,
my aunt and even those who stayed behind are my treasured
teachers because they meet their challenges with hard work,
generosity, curiosity and humour. They kindly remind me to lose
the drama and get onwith it– a rejectedmanuscript is not the endof
the world.

What are your favourite New Phytologist papers of
recent years, and why?

There are too many brilliant papers to list, but here are a few. The
recent Venturas et al. (2018) study of stomatal optimization in
aspen is an exemplar of how to build and test a complexmodel, and
then write about it well. Oliveira et al.’s (2019) work on the role of
embolism resistance in driving tree distributions inBrazilian forests
beautifully illustrates the importance of understanding the phys-
iological envelopes of plants, especially in critical habitats such as
the Amazonwhere the impacts of climate change are especially dire.
Water deficit and heatwaves are common in California but the
2012–2015 drought surpassed historic records of climate extremes.
Jacobsen & Pratt’s (2018) Tansley insight nicely examines the
combined impacts of physiology, water deficit, fire and natural
regeneration on change in California’s chaparral communities but

the thinking behind it will apply to many terrestrial systems.
Finally, Larter et al.’s (2017) study of the evolution of Callitris is
right upmy alley. I like to think about how paleoclimates impacted
the evolution of plant physiology – I learned this fromRowan Sage.

What is your favourite plant, and why?

I cannot choose just one. The first of three is Acer saccharum, or
sugarmaple, which is prevalent in easternCanada and the source of
maple syrup. It is a handsome tree evenwithout its leaves, but after a
long greywinter its late spring flush of foliage confirms the arrival of
summer. Of course, its autumn colours are uplifting as well. The
second is Bommeria hispida, a fern I worked with in southern
Arizona. Even though it occupies a stressful habitat, it presents its
hairy little leaves with confidence. Lastly, I will always pull the car
over for sagebrush, Artemisia tridentata. It occupies the silent
expanse of the Great Basin Desert and to me its leaves are the scent
of freedom.
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